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Abstract- The project aims to bring the development in the rural areas by mainly considering three areas: Street light management

system, Automatic irrigation system and Water management system. LDR sensors are mainly used to sense the light and it is used to
switch offand on automatically, also the focus is made to detect fault in the street lights and alerts the base-stations. Depending upon
the vehicle movement, intensity of the light is controlled, In case of Automatic irrigation system, soil moisture sensors are used to
sense the dryness of soil and controlled amount of wrter flows into the field. pH sensors are used to segregate the water into two
blocks with hclp of pH value content.

Kel,srr*r-rural areas, LDR sensors, base-strtions, intensity, soil moisture sensor, pH sensors

I. INTRODUCTION

Till toda1, 65%" ol our population is staying in villages. So there is a need to develop our villages and the rural areas for
effuctive implementation. In recent times, there is an immense interest in the developrnent of cities. But as it is perceived in
Indian context, villages are the heart ofthe nation. Hence, for the development to percolate to the grass root level, focus must be

devoted to the progress ofvillages. The.proposed r:rodel ainrs at making optimal and sustainable use ofall resources, while
rnaintaining an appropriate balance between social, environmental and economic costs. Street light is the most critical element
fbr any rural areas which has to ensure saf-ety and uloreover the uranpower has to be reduced by making it automated. Also, the
pouer consumption has to be minirnized and tlre fault has to be takerr care. In case of Automatic irrigation systeln, proper
wateling of plants has to be ensuled lor the healthy growth ofthe crops. This has to be automated for controlled uatering fol the
lield through the alert to farrners. Furthermore. Water is an essential intake for all the human beings and it has to be ensured that
water is pure else cause of health problems is more. By segregating the \ry'ater that comes from the main source in the village
into two blocks, this can be implernented.

NRr Ul
"l'his paper analy'zes the core requirements ol street light management system which are representative IoT system. This paper

establishes a NIO server to interact rvith terminals and successfulll' solves the connection maintenance problern betrveen a large
Irutnbcr of terrninals. set'ver and proves the stabilitl, & high perlonnance ol the scherne through experiments. SecondlS,, 6

distributed deployment scheme that meets the system manageurent requirements is designed. By deploying terminal servers in
ditferent regions and using a database sub-library scherne, it can rneet both the rnanagelnent and perfbrmance requirernents. The
solution can ensure strict permission control, unified user management and load balancing ofterminals, and can be applied to a

variety of IoT systems that require multi-region deployment. Thirdly, optimization schemes are given during the database
interaction process. Finally, through tu,o specific performance experiments this paper verifies the stability, usability, high
elficiency ofthe ternrinal service node, data interaction and the usability ofpermissions nranagement which indirectly proves
the reliability ofthe overall systern architecture.

Fig. I The deployrnent ofstreetlight managernent systeu
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NR2l2l
'fhe aim of autornated street light management systern using IOT is the conservatiorr of energy bl,reducing electricity wastage
as well as to reduce the nranporver. Street lights are the elemental part for any roads since it facilitates better night visions,
security and exposure to public areas but it consumes a quite large proportion ofelectricity. This energy wastage can be avoided
by switching off lights autornatically. The saved energy can be efficiently utilized for other purposes like residential,
comnrercial, transpofiation etc. Tlris project uses Light Ernitting Diodes (LED) that do not consulne an enormous arnount of
electlicity to replace the power consuming traditional HID larnps. LED lights along with LDR enables the intensity variation
which is infbasible with the HID larnps. This systern includes an additional DHTI I Temperature-Hurnidity sensor. DHTII is a
composite sensor that contains a calibrated digital signal output ofthe temperature and humidity. It ensures high reliability and
excellent long-term stability. This work is implemented using a programmed Arduino board for providing the required intensity
of light at various tirnes. It can reduce the energy colrsurnption and maintenance the cost. It can be applied in urban as rvell as

rural areas. The system is extendable and totally ad.|ustable to the needs of the user. The need of the system is to reduce the
tnaiutenance cost and to inorease the lifespan ofthe system. Initial cost and maintenance are solne disadvantages ofthis systern.

NR3 [31
This paper aims to develop an energy management methodokrgy applied in the streetlights ofa school carnpus. The study is a
street lighting that has the dimming capability to minirnize the cost of energy consumption. The LED light will illuminate when
an ob.iect is detected. Raspberry Pi and Pi camera module are used to control the dimming of the LED lights. Furthermore, it has
the capability of detecting ob.lects like people rvalking in the streets. The object detection was made possible in identifying
hutnan frotn other objects using computer vision technique. The study presented a design on streetlights with object detection
and dimming capability. OpenCV library r.vas chosen for object detection and irnage analysis because of its simplicity yet
pouerf'ul features, platform independent library that supports open source sof'tware and with a good video support. Nevertheless,
the dinuling capability ofthe streetlight can clearly reduce power consumption, which gives a great impact to the society and

can contribute better effect in the environrnent.

Fig. 2 System architecture

Fig.4 System Block Diagram
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Fig ,5 Architecture ofthe sYstem

NR4 l{l
This paper presents smart LED street light system u,hich controls intensity of light during rain and fog. The system works first

on colour sensor and then LASER Ueam tigit is used to detect the fog according to that, the intensity of LED light has been

varied. Ifthe beam ofLASER light receivid by the colour sensor is very less then brightness ofLED will,be increased and

when there is no fog or r.ain the iniensity of lighi will rernain [ow. This systern is achieved by using ARDUINO, LED lights and

LED dinning control pWM circuit. The ureJhanisrn of PWM circuit depends on pulse rvidth rnodulation and analog to digital

convertor f-eatures of microcontroller. The system is cost effective aud simpte in designing as comparcd to network based

wireless sensor systems.

Fig. 4 Circuit Desigtt

NRs [sl
Crrr.i.,tiy, rnaly researclrers yyorldrvide are lbcusing on creating a novel service Inodet by integrating IoT (lnternet of Things)

technotogies r.r,ith ICT (lnforr.nation and Communications Teihnologies) to increase energy efficiency by reducing power

.orrur.,piion and greenlouse gas emissions. This paper exanrinei the problems related to the current integrated ESS (Energy

Storage System) in a smart giO' t',igt installation costs and low management efliciency. To solve these problems, this paper

stualJs tne deveiopment of airricro-distributed ESS in an intelligent LED (Light Emitting Diode) stteetlight_systern, and its low-

crjst installatiorr and high managernent eltrciency in a micro grid. Through theapplication of this system, the initial installation

costs can be reduced by usini micro-distributed ESS and loT-based inteiligent energy management, t'acilitating power

rnonitoring ofthe street tights ari energl'efficient dernand resource lnanagenlent in the rnicro grid'
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NR6 [61
The main airn of this paper is to develop an automated irrigation system based on sensors which are interfaced to the
microcontroller unit using the ARDUNIO board. The sensors used in this paper are temperature and humidity sensor DHTI I
sensor and Soil rnoisture sensor VH400. These sensors are interfaced to tlre rnicrocontroller unit and the whole unit was placed

undel the Root zone of the plant. The main n-rotive of using microcontroller is to send an SMS to the mobile phone of an owner
who is in the remote location. The rnicrocontroller unit continuously monitors the sensors data and ifthe sensors data exceeds a

partioular threshold value then the microconh'oller unit sends an alerl SMS to the mobile phone of an orvner who is in remote
location. The sending of SMS is done by using SIM900. The different values for the DHT11 sensor is measured under diff'erent
clirnatic conditions and set the threshold value based on tlrose practical values. This system can be extended by using WSN
nodes for transmit data and also using data base s),stems to store the data at the fietd. The overall system can be powered up

NR7 [71
The idea behind this proiect is to optimize the use ofu,ater effectively and tlie rnotor rvill be purnped on and offbased upon the
texture of the leaf. The healthy leaf image will be already stored in the PICl6f877a microcontroller in the SD card. The
captured leaf image from the camera is sent via Zigbee through signal conditioning processor to the microcontroller. When
comparing both the images, if the captuted image mismatches with the stored image in the microcontroller, automatically
couunand rvi[[ be sent fiom the controller to turn on the rnotor and thus irrigates the fietd. Also, the project aids in giving
intbrmation about the suitable soil for cultivating the Plants such as Banana, Paddy, Wheat, etc. The automated irrigation
sl,stem developed is found to be possible and cost effective lbr utilizing the water resources for agricultural production and also
helps in biomass production. This inigation system permits harvesting and cultivation in places with water insufficiency thereby
imploving viability. The system is found to be useful since it facilitates the automatic irrigation system and tuln on the motor if
the leaves are fbund dry and also provides information about t)'pe ofsoil for cultivating suitable crops.

Fig .7 Block diagranr of Automatic Field rrigation Sehrp tJsing MATLAB
NR8 [81
Indian I'anners are t'acing a massive problenr due to frequent power failures. Solar po'*ered autornatic irrigation system can be a

suitable alternative for farmers in the present state of energy crisis. This paper proposes an automatic smart irrigation System
which uses solar por,ver fbr irrigation. Solar powered water pulnp operates automatically based on different soil parameters like
Moisture and Tempelature. Henoe ensures eftlcient irligation as it uses solar energy simultaneously whenever a power failure
occurs. By irr-rplementing the proposed system there are various benefits to both the government and the farmers.
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This can be a solution fbr the govemrnent in the present state ofenergy crisis. By using the automatic inigation system one can

optimizes the usage ofu,ater by reducing wastage and reduces the human intervention. The excess energy produced using solar
panels can also be given to the grid with small rnodifications in the circuit, which can be a source of the revenue of the farmer,
thus encouraging fanning in India and sarne time giving a solution for energy crisis. Proposed system is easy to irnplement an

environment friendly solution for irrigating fields. The system was found to be successful when implemented for bore holes as

they purnp over the wlrole day. Solar purrps also offer clean solutions with no danger of borehole contamination. The systern

requires minimal maintenance and attention as they are self-starting. GSM Modem is also implemented to get status of motor to
the fbrrner by an SMS. Even though there is a high capital investment required tbr this system to be irnplernented, the overall
benefits are high and in long run this trrj:,T,::,::"::"*,"r.
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Fig .8 Solar power generation

NRe lel
The main ob.iective olthis paper is to provide an automatic irrigation system thereby saving time, noney & power of the farmer.
The traditional tann-land irrigation techniques require rnanual intervention. With the automated tbchnology of irrigation, the

human intervention can be minimized. There u,ill be moisture sensors installed on the field. Whenever there is a change in
u,ater content olsoil these sellsors seuse the change gives an interrupt signal to the nricro-controller. Soil is recognized as one of
the most valuable natural resoulce whose soil pH propefty used to describe the degree of acidity or basicity which aftbcts
nutrient availability and ultimatell,plant groivth. For oapturing the images, the phone camera is used arrd after processing the

captured irnage the pH value of the soil is detennined and accordingly crops or plants are suggested that can be grown in that
lleld. Due to detection of soil pl1 value the chances ol'crops destruction becoures less. Installing the autontatic irrigation s)'stent

and determining the pH value it saves tirne and ensures.judicious usage of water and farmers get to know earlier that what crops
can be grorvn in his field. 'l'his sl,stem u'orks in areas where there is no regular supply of electricity. The system is reducing
human intervention therefore less energy of'the f'armer is required. In future the rnodules like Artificial Intelligence can be

added to automaticalll, learn the pattern ofwatering the crops.

NRl0lr0l
Clirnate change and rainfall has been erratic over the past fleu,deoades. Due to this in recent era, climate-smart methods called

as slnart agriculture is adopted by many Indian flarmers. Smart agriculture is an automated and directed inlormation technology
irnplemented witlr IOT (lnternet of Things). IOT is developing rapidly and rvidely applied in all wireless environments. For this,

it is done using remote sensing, microprocessors, IoT, DBMS is proposed. The major ob.iective is to get the real-time data and

leduce the rvater that is lost in tlre irrigation process and reduce the time spent on the field. For future developrnents, it can be

enhanced by developing this system fbr' lalge acles of land.

Fig .9 System Architecture
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Also, the systelll can be integrated to check the quality of the soil and the growth of crop in each soi[. The sensors and
rnicrocontroller are successfulll,interf'aced arrd u,ireless communication is achieved between various nodes. Also, the system
can be further improved by adding machine learning algorithms, which are able to learn and understand the requirements of the
crop ,this would help the field be an autornatic systern. The observations and results tell us that this solution can be
implemented for reduction of water loss and reduce the man
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Fig .1 0 Android application

NRil [lll
This project fbcuses on monitoring the use of water by considering one block of house in a flat system, where at the partition of
pipeline from where the water gets diverted to various part of a block. The sensors will sense the flow of water to each pipe
which ultirnately tells the usage of water at one block idealty. This water usage data rvould be sent to cloud using the IOT
(lnternet ofthings) space. This cloud data rvould be sent to the concern resident's person's mobile app (application) reporting
the water used and alerting the user to limit the water use if it gets extended to the limit usage set by municipal government or
corporation. Ifthe limit gets extended the user have to pay aocordingly. This rvill be real time operation. The objective ofdoing
so is for limiting and minimizing the usage of r.r,ater for an average of per person. And secondly, the cloud data will be used as

statistic data fbr use of water at every seasons that is winter, surnlner and monsoon so that rneasuring steps for water
management can be taken ra,ith the appropriate statistics, yietding an avenue fbl predictive measure.

Fig .11 Mobile Application GUt at domload of application

ired for a field.
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NRl2 [121
In this paper, a focus is rnade on the sustainable water management system based on Internet of Things (IoT), which automates
the water distribution and storage as well as regulation of water wastage. An IoT system designed for sustainable water
rnanagement is proposed for the Gudipadu Cheruw village. The proposed system helps to reduce human intervention in water
management which is adaptable in both the urban and rural scenarios incorporating the sustalnability factor. The base structurr
deployed in Gudipadu Cheruvu has helped in overcorning the hardship of the community in terrns of accessing water.

I

NRls llll
Water flow is generalll, managed thlough locks and rnanually controlling these gates often turn out to be a long-winding process.
Due to recent technological progress and increased connectivity in rural areas, a system of IoT devices proved to be alternatiye
tbr managing the water grid. A new Lou,Pou'er Wide Area Network (LPWAN) technology called LoRa is explored in this
study lbr the coururunication ofthese IoT devices. The LoRa devices can comurunicate within a range of2-4 knrs while running
on batteries in previous years. The water grid managemerlt system proposed in this paper involves different sensors deployed at
various strategically chosen locations to measure the quality ofwater by generating real time data. The system also provides an
alert mechanism rvhich notifies the dil'l'erent level of authorities through ernail and SMS in case of any issues. Furthermore, it
provides a solutior-r tbr handling the locks that have been employed in and around the village to control the flow of water in a

tintell, tnanner. The sensors attached rvith a rnicro controller in the LoRa rrodule will contmunicate to the cloud environment
tl-u'ough the LoRa gate\vay. A ,rveb page provides the interthce to the residents and to the authorities to gauge the water quality
atter analyzing the data using the prediction algorithm. In particular, [o'"r' power devices like LoRa and its implementations in
various tlelds are ver)/ exciting because olthe specitic use cases and the longevity these devices oller. The prediction model run
on the cloud fbr the sensoi data shou,s a high level ofaccuracy in predicting the portability ofrvater. Furthernrore, the designed
s).steln can be lebuilt lvith Ericsson ApploT fiarnervorkto improve its security and scalability.

Fig . I 3 Ovewiew of proposed prolect

Fig.12 Prototype setup
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I]. CONCLUSIONS

The study presented a design on street light management, automatic imigation and water managelnent. The study on street light
proved that the man porver is tninimized and porver consumption can be reduced. The study on autornatic irrigation with several
features like autornatic switching on and offofthe water pump based on the respective sensors output which helps in preserving

' the soil. structure and nutrients, conserving water, tilue and provides gardening flexibility, The study on water management
proved that it helps in avoiding health issues.
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